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Our nowcast and forecast models
successfully outperform state-of-
the-art approaches, being even
more robust than those against
occlusion and noise artifacts.

• Given ground-based visual signals, our goal
is to infer the photovoltaic (PV) power that
is generated by a solar panel system.

• Scenarios involving cloudy or partly cloudy
days have proven themselves as most
complex with uncertain meteorological
conditions.

• Color visual signals are exploited to
compute some physical qualities; a key
factor to constrain the problem and obtain
better solutions.
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• Two variants: 1) Nowcast (a single image is
used as input) to predict the PV output, 2)
Forecast (images of the last 16 minutes
together with the corresponding PV power
production) to predict the PV output in 15
minutes.

• Two convolutional-based neural models are
proposed, being them quite similar. In both
cases, the usage of physical qualities is
consistently exploited in order to improve
the training process.

• As no sophisticated annotations are given, we propose to infer some qualities -image
illumination, cloud segmentation, sun segmentation, sun position and sun area mean
pixel intensity (SAMPI)-, using image processing, and add them as additional input to
the model. Every type of information is included in a form in the neural architecture.

• In practice, the metric that combines information about sun position and cloud
coverage SAMPI and the sun position provide the best results.
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